Many isolated word recognition systems may generate irrelevant words for recognition results because they use only acoustic information or small amount of language information. In this paper, I propose word similarity that is used for selecting (or removing) less common words from candidates by applying Levenshtein distance. Word similarity is obtained by using positional accuracy that reflects the frequency information along to character's alignment information. This paper also discusses various improving techniques of selection of disparate words. The methods include different loss values, phone accuracy based on confusion information, weights of candidates by ranking order and partial comparisons. Through experiments, I found that the proposed methods are effective for removing heterogeneous words without loss of performance.
I. Introduction
and proposed list filtering method. KS stands for Knowledge Source.
possible that some unrelated words can be generated for candidates.
In this paper, I filter out the irrelevant ones from the candidate words by using their characters' distances or probabilities based on positional information. The difference between the proposed method and traditional rescoring algorithms [1] [2] is that the selected words are removed or filtered out from the recognition results without adjusting their likelihoods. The general rescoring algorithms use the n-best list/lattice [1] to adjust the candidates' likelihoods based on more detailed acoustic and language information. However, I
only use n-best results and their string information. 
Levenshtein distance
The Levenshtein distance is a metric for measuring of difference between two sequences in sequence alignments and is widely used for information theory and machine translation [3] [4] .
Sequence alignment is a way of arranging the various sequences to find similarities or relationships between sequences. The Levenshtein distance between two strings is defined as the minimum number of edits needed to transform one string to the other, with the allowable operations being insertion, deletion, or substitution of a character.
This algorithm, an example of dynamic programming, reflecting loss values for edits or comparison errors is defined as follows.
where   and   are the ith and jth characters of source and target strings, respectively and , , and  mean the costs (loss values) needed for substitution, insertion and deletion edits, respectively. In the cases of correct and substitution, the characters are called as matched characters. In Table 1 3) Word similarity: For the source string, the inserted accuracy is not considered and the target string has to reflect on both matched and inserted accuracy. By integrating both accuracies, word similarity for source i and target j is obtained as follows:
where   and   represent the matched and 
III. Various Weighting Techniques
In the previous chapter, I define the word similarity for each candidate using positional accuracy on matched and inserted locations.
I now consider various methods to improve performances to remove (or select) the irrelevant words from candidate list.
Basis
From the n-best candidate results, the word similarity for each candidate is calculated and it is excluded if the similarity is below threshold.
Basis system means the proposed system adopting positional accuracy based on Levenshtein distance without any weighting techniques described in this chapter. On the other hand, the term of Dynamic Programming (DP) method is used to differentiate with the basis system. The DP method does not use the positional accuracy proposed in this paper. It only uses accumulated distance of edits cost between two strings.
Different loss value
In general DP approaches, the loss values for 
Ranking order information
The most recognition system generates n words for outputs by recognition score such as likelihood. The top word means that it seems more reliable to be correct answer than the following candidates. To remove the irrelevant words from the candidate list, I cut off the word whose accuracy is below the given threshold by likelihood or score. From this consideration, I
try to adopt the linear weights according to ranking order to word similarity Eq. 2 as follows (See Figure. 3 ).
After determining the weights by ranking order, the weights are applied to distance or similarity score as follows:
where  and    are averaged distance and similarity score of jth candidate with ith ranking order, respectively.
Partial comparison
In the previous methods, all candidates act as source strings and the numbers of comparisons are all the same. Now, I try to use some of candidates, which have higher likelihoods, as source strings because they are closer to answers.
If the partial comparison method is adopted, each candidate acting as a source string, whose ranking is below m, has n-1 comparisons for all candidates, and candidates above m-ranking order have m comparisons as only target strings.
To reflect the number of comparisons, the distances are adjusted as
where   means the distance for ith ranking word. In Eq. 5, if m is too small, the distances of the precedence candidates are increased.
Therefore, I must determine the m-ranking to decrease their distances as
by considering the number of comparisons of precedence candidates and the denominator m.
If n is 10, a possible value of m is 4 or greater. purpose. I get 500 samples from IV sentences along to recognition performance ratio to find the performance changes. Table 3 shows the recognition performance for IV sentences and sampled 500 sentences and their counts. 
IV. Experiments

Evaluation Criteria
Depending on whether answers are given or not, the experts selected different words for irrelevant words. Thus, I first evaluate the recognition performances (the ratio that the remains include correct answer) for both cases.
The results are shown in Table 4 . From Table   4 , if the experts know the reference (answer)
for the given utterance, they did not select the references as irrelevant words. However, if they did not know the answer, many correct words are removed.
Precision is used for the metrics for evaluation instead of recall. In general, recall and precision depend on the outcome of a query and its relation to all relevant documents and the non-relevant documents. Precision can be seen as a measure of exactness or fidelity, whereas recall is a measure of completeness [8] . Our purpose is not that the proposed system finds all irrelevant words marked by the experts, but that the selected words are included in them. Thus, the precision is used for evaluations.
Experimental results
To compare the results of the proposed methods, I also performed the experiments of irrelevant word selection using typical DP. The DP method uses only the distance between source and target string without considerations of positional accuracy.
The baseline system selects the word having Table 5 .
From Table 5 The proposed system's accuracy is over that of DP but its precisions are below those of DP.
If the 1000-irrelevant words are selected, the accuracy of both DP and the proposed system decreased but the proposed system shows smaller performance loss than DP method in precision as in Table 6 .
To improve the performance, I did several experiments presented in Chapter III. The Table 5 and 6).
In Table 7 When the weights according to ranking order information are used, the performance for both DP and Basis system shows better results (Table 9) .
However, on the partial comparisons, the DP system shows better performances than the Basis though the performance of both system increased (Table 10 ).
V. Discussion
From the experiments (Table 5 and (Table 8) .
However, the ranking information gives more effects in accuracy and precision criteria. This means that the precedence candidates (which have lower ranking order) have greater influence.
The similar results are shown in partial comparison methods (Table 9 and 10). The big difference between ranking order and partial comparison is the linear weights and stepwise weights. In partial comparison approach, the DP shows better results than the ranking order method.
In these experiments, the considered techniques in Chapter III played a positive role to improve the performance for both the proposed method and the traditional DP method. In particular, ranking order weights and partial comparison techniques took large performance gains in both systems.
VI. Conclusions
In this paper, I propose the removing or filtering 
